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Abstract: Protein misfolding and aggregation are widely implicated in an increasing number of human diseases providing
for new therapeutic opportunities targeting protein homeostasis (proteostasis). The cellular response to proteotoxicity is
highly regulated by stress signaling pathways, molecular chaperones, transport and clearance machineries that function as
a proteostasis network (PN) to protect the stability and functional properties of the proteome. Consequently, the PN is essential at the cellular and organismal level for development and lifespan. However, when challenged during aging, stress,
and disease, the folding and clearance machineries can become compromised leading to both gain-of-function and loss-offunction proteinopathies. Here, we assess the role of small molecules that activate the heat shock response, the unfolded
protein response, and clearance mechanisms to increase PN capacity and protect cellular proteostasis against proteotoxicity. We propose that this strategy to enhance cell stress pathways and chaperone activity establishes a cytoprotective state
against misfolding and/or aggregation and represents a promising therapeutic avenue to prevent the cellular damage associated with the variety of protein conformational diseases.
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INTRODUCTION
All proteins must achieve their native conformation to
ensure optimal cellular function. This is achieved by the protein homeostasis (proteostasis) network (PN), comprised of
conserved stress response pathways that control protein synthesis, folding, trafficking, and degradation, to collectively
achieve the stability and functional properties of the proteome [1]. The PN integrates the environmental state of the
cell through stress signaling pathways including the heat
shock response (HSR) and the endoplasmic reticulum [2]
and mitochondrial unfolded protein responses (UPR) [3] that
sense an imbalance in compartmental proteostasis in the face
of extrinsic and intrinsic challenges [4]. Other components of
the PN include the ubiquitin-proteasome and the autophagiclysosomal systems that provide the major pathways for degradation and clearance; pathways that regulate the Ca2+ gradient between the cytoplasm and the endoplasmic reticulum;
the inflammatory and oxidative-stress defense pathways; and
histone deacetylases (HDAC) that regulate epigenetic chromatin remodeling [4]. These mechanisms are highly orchestrated for optimal proteostasis throughout development and
differentiation, and compromised during aging to affect
lifespan. The balance of folding stability therefore is tightly
linked to the robustness of the HSR and UPR to ensure that
the PN is optimized to minimize the stress of misfolded
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proteins and the incorporation of damaged molecules into the
cellular machinery. The significance of this cannot be overstated for the chronic expression of a single misfolded protein has the potential to imbalance the proteostatic machinery
leading to collateral damage on multiple biochemical pathways due to the subsequent misfolding and aggregation of
other metastable proteins [5-7].
Misfolding and aggregation is the consequence of physical, chemical, environmental, and metabolic stress on protein
stability and the cellular environment (Fig. 1). Protein damage is further amplified by mutations and polymorphisms,
error-prone synthesis, and post-translational modifications,
that in humans are associated with a wide range of proteinopathies leading to both loss- or gain-of-function diseases
[8]. Loss-of-function diseases, including cystic fibrosis and
the lysosomal storage disorders typically result from inherited mutations that affect folding leading to premature degradation [9, 10]. Likewise, gain-of-toxic function diseases
such as cancer and the multitude of neurodegenerative diseases including Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, Huntington’s, and
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) associated with aging
are characterized by the expression of highly aggregationprone proteins that interfere with proteostasis with deleterious consequences on a multitude of downstream cellular
processes [1, 5, 8, 11].
Currently there are no treatments for protein conformational diseases directed to restoring or enhancing cellular
proteostasis. For some loss-of-function diseases such as type
1 Gaucher disease, enzyme replacement therapy is an effective treatment, though alternative approaches for patients
with neuropathic symptoms are required, since the recombinant proteins are not blood-brain barrier permeable [12].
© 2012 Bentham Science Publishers
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Perhaps the most urgent need is for the development of
therapeutic approaches to arrest, stabilize, or reverse the progression of neurodegeneration. The current use of Ldopamine (L-dopa), a precursor of dopamine, for Parkinson’s disease, to improve motor function and patient quality
of life, has a limited long-term efficacy due to motor complications and drug-induced dyskinesia [13]. Likewise riluzole,
the only drug approved for ALS, and the antipsychotics and
neuroleptics used in Huntington’s disease only have modest
beneficial effects to extend patient survival [14, 15].
The urgency is substantial, therefore, to develop novel
therapeutic strategies to treat diseases associated with protein
misfolding. Even though our understanding of the PN is incomplete, there is now sufficient evidence that modulation of
the PN, either by genetic modifiers or through small molecules can restore proteostasis and suppress misfolding and/or
aggregation-associated toxicity in various cell based and
animal model systems of disease [1, 4, 16]. This complements other approaches including pharmacological chaperones and kinetic stabilizers that lower the folded free energy
of a specific misfolding-prone protein thus increasing its
stability [16]. Compounds in this category are currently in
clinical trials for the treatment of some loss- and gain-offunction disorders, respectively. Another approach is represented by small molecules that modulate the activity of specific chaperones such as Hsp90 and Hsp70 that both have
essential roles in proteostasis [17, 18].

Fig. (1). Pathways and modifiers influencing proteostasis. Genetic,
epigenetic, physiological and environmental stressors affect proteostasis and cause the accumulation of misfunctional proteins. Small
molecule modulators of the activities of the proteostasis network
pathways (small molecule proteostasis regulators) facilitate chaperone-mediate refolding and/or induce the degradation of misfolded
and damaged proteins therefore rebalancing cellular proteostasis. In
parenthesis are indicated some of the genes responsible for proteostasis maintenance.
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A general strategy to restore proteostasis relies on reprogramming stress response pathways using small molecules or
biologicals (i.e. siRNAs). The appearance of misfolded, oxidized and aggregated proteins, as occurs in inherited and
sporadic misfolding-prone protein diseases and during aging,
indicates that the quality control pathways of the PN become
compromised, leading to cellular dysfunction and death [5,
11, 19-23]. Therefore, small molecules that can transiently
expand the PN and therefore the folding capacity of the cell
should be cytoprotective against proteotoxic stress, as is observed for the inducible stress responses such as the HSR
and UPR (Fig. 1) [4]. In this article, we will review the most
relevant findings on the regulation of the PN pathways by
small molecule proteostasis regulators, and propose that
pharmacological modulation of the proteostasis boundary
could provide a new avenue to ameliorate the numerous diseases of protein conformation.
MODULATION OF THE HEAT SHOCK RESPONSE
BY PROTEOSTASIS REGULATORS
The HSR is rapidly induced by heat shock and other environmental and physiological stress conditions that results
in the appearance of misfolded and damaged proteins in the
cytoplasm and nucleus. The master regulator of the HSR is
the heat shock transcription factor HSF-1, a member of the
HSF gene family (HSF-1-4) [24]. HSF-1 activity is a multistep process that is finely tuned by both positive and negative
regulators to respond to diverse forms of physiological, environmental, and metabolic stress conditions (Fig. 2). In the
control unactivated state, HSF-1 resides in the cytoplasmic
or nuclear compartments and is maintained as an inert
monomer transiently bound to molecular chaperones (Hsp90,
Hsp70, and other co-chaperones, including Hsp40) (Fig. 2)
[24]. Stress activation of HSF-1 is associated with the dissociation from heat shock proteins (hsps), leading to the formation of HSF-1 trimers that bind with high affinity in the nucleus to cis-acting heat shock elements (HSE) comprised of
multiple adjacent and inverted nGAAn repeats located in the
promoter regions of target genes, including those encoding
molecular chaperones and other hsps (Fig. 2) [24].
Positive and negative regulation of HSF-1 activity is
achieved through multiple mechanisms involving a combination of chaperone interactions and post-translational modifications (Fig. 2) [24]. Transient interactions of molecular
chaperones with the control form of HSF-1 maintain the inert
monomer in a stress responsive state primed for activation.
Likewise, chaperone interactions with the DNA-bound
stress-inducible HSF-1 trimer negatively regulate transcriptional activity. In addition to the conformational regulation
involving chaperone interactions, HSF-1 is extensively posttranslationally modified by phosphorylation, sumoylation,
and acetylation. Inducible phosphorylation at serines 230,
326, and 419 enhances HSF-1 transcriptional activity,
whereas constitutive phosphorylation at serines 303, 307,
and 308, and sumoylation at lysine 298, has negative effects
on HSF-1-activity [25]. Likewise, sumoylation of HSF-1
requires phosphorylation at Ser303 and Ser307 [26, 27], but
the mechanism by which sumoylation mediates HSF-1 repression remains to be elucidated. Finally, a key regulatory
step in attenuation of the heat shock transcriptional response
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Fig. (2). The heat shock response (HSR) pathway. The mammalian HSR is governed by the transcription factor HSF-1. In absence of stress,
chaperones maintain HSF-1 as an inert monomer. With the appearance of misfolded proteins in the cytoplasm, chaperones are titrated away
from HSF-1 (1) to deal with misfolding and aggregation. This allows HSF-1 to trimerize (2), bind to its consensus sequence (3) and be posttranslational modified (4) therefore inducing the transcription of chaperones and heat shock proteins (hsps) (5). HSF-1 activation pathway is
negatively regulated by the newly expressed chaperones and hsps, which rebind HSF-1 (6), and by acetyl transferases (HATs) (7). SIRT1
positively regulates HSF1 DNA-binding activity (7).

involves acetylation of HSF-1 at lysine 80 in the DNA binding domain that prevents binding to DNA [24].
The multistep process of HSF-1 regulation enhances the
dynamic range for controlling the HSR and reveals a number
of potential targets for therapeutic opportunities in protein
misfolding disease. Although most efforts to date have been
in the development of compounds that activate HSF-1, the
other members of the HSF family should also be investigated, in particular HSF-2, that has been shown to contribute
to the expression of chaperone genes by forming a heterocomplex with HSF-1 [28].
Small Molecule Activators of the HSR
Non-steroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDS).
NSAIDS including sodium salicylate have multiple properties; at higher concentrations they partially activate HSF-1
and at lower concentrations they can synergize with other
stress conditions to fully induce the HSR [29]. Exposure of

human tissue culture cells to sodium salicylate activates
HSF-1 trimers that bind in vivo to the HSEs of the Hsp70
gene, yet do not induce Hsp70 transcription. Salicylatetreated cells, however, are sensitized to stress and readily
activate heat shock genes upon exposure to a subsequent or
co-exposure to mild stress conditions. Likewise, indomethacin induces HSF-1 DNA binding with full Hsp70 transcription requiring a secondary stress [30]. Among the inflammatory modulators, arachidonic acid and the cyclopentenone
prostaglandins, including PGA1, PGA2 and PGJ2, all induce
HSF-1 [31, 32]. Of importance, NSAIDS do not have associated toxicity thus providing a means to activate the HSR
without long-term deleterious effects.
Proteasome inhibitors and small molecule inducers of
protein misfolding. A number of small molecule activators
of the HSR have been reported, and for each of these compounds HSF-1 is activated indirectly, either by promoting
protein aggregation or by inhibiting HSF-1 negative regula-
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tors such as chaperones, protein kinases and acetyltransferases [25, 33]. Among the compounds that cause the accumulation of misfolded proteins targeted for degradation are
proteasome inhibitors such as Velcade® (bortezomib) [34],
MG132 and lactacystin [35], and the serine protease inhibitors dichloroisocoumarin (DCIC), N-tosyl-L-phenylalanyl
chloromethyl ketone (TPCK), and N-alpha-tosyl-L-lysinylchloromethylketone (TLCK) [36]. Similarly, the proline analogue azetidine and the protein synthesis inhibitor puromycin
result in the expression of damaged proteins with increased
propensity to misfold [25]; azetidine alters protein tertiary
structure, therefore affecting folding stability, and puromycin
causes the premature release of truncated protein chains resulting in folding-incompetent peptides.
Celastrol. Another class of HSR activators is represented
by the quinone methide triterpene celastrol that is a natural
product isolated from the root barks of the Celastraceae family of plants and is commonly used in traditional Chinese
medicine for its anti-inflammatory properties. Consistent
with this, celastrol has been identified as an inhibitor of nuclear factor-B [37, 38]. Celastrol has additional pharmacological properties including anti-neurodegenerative properties
[39] that have been attributed to induction of the HSR
through activation of HSF-1 and the expression of molecular
chaperones [40]. Several hypotheses have been proposed for
the chemical activity of celastrol, although the mechanism by
which it activates the HSR is not fully understood. Celastrol
has been suggested to covalently react with protein thiol
groups thus affecting protein conformation [41]; therefore
activation of HSF-1 could be due to celastrol-induced oxidative damage of cellular proteins. Celastrol has also been suggested to inhibit Hsp90, a chaperone that also functions as an
HSF-1-repressor [42-44]. Binding of celastrol to the Cterminal domain of Hsp90 has been proposed to promote the
degradation of the co-chaperone Cdc37 [42, 43], which is
essential for Hsp90 client interactions. Other studies suggest
however that the mechanism of Hsp90 inhibition is through
modification of Hsp90 co-chaperones Cdc37 and p23 [45,
46]. Consistent with this, Hsp90 was not identified as a cellular target of celastrol [47] and rather annexin II, eEF1A
and -tubulin were identified as molecular targets of celastrol from in vitro pull-down experiments using biotinylated
conjugates of celastrol [47]. Finally, celastrol was shown to
inhibit proteasome chymotrypsin-like activity and to promote the accumulation of polyubiquitinated proteins [48].
Of interest, celastrol and MG132 have been shown to activate the UPR and partially restore the folding, trafficking
and function of mutations in proteins responsible for
lysosomal storage diseases [49]. Further enhancement was
obtained when either celastrol or MG132 were used together
with a pharmacological chaperone. Whether this approach
can be generalized remains to be shown, nevertheless the
ability of various combinations of small molecules to restore
mutant protein folding and function in different loss-offunction diseases shows promise.
Hsp90 inhibitors. Hsp90 is a ubiquitous molecular chaperone that is essential for the function of a large and diverse
array of client proteins including steroid hormone receptors,
kinases, phosphatases, and transcription factors [50]. For
example, Hsp90 interacts with HSF-1 to maintain a re-
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pressed, inactive state, consequently small molecule inhibitors of Hsp90 activate the HSR [51].
Among the inhibitors of Hsp90 are the macrocyclic antifungal antibiotic radicicol and the benzoquinone ansamycin
antibiotics geldanamycin and its derivatives 17-allylamino17-demethoxy-geldanamycin (17-AAG) and 17-dimethylaminoethylamino-17-demethoxygeldanamycin (17-DMAG).
These compounds inhibit Hsp90 ATPase activity by binding
to the Hsp90 N-terminal ATP-binding pocket leading to the
release of client proteins [52].
Geldanamycin, radicicol and 17-AAG reduce the toxicity
associated with protein aggregation in several models of neurodegenerative diseases. For example, geldanamycin treatment induces expression of molecular chaperones and suppresses aggregation-mediated toxicity of mutant huntingtin,
-synuclein and mutant SOD1 in mammalian cell lines [5355]. Geldanamycin was also shown to induce chaperone expression and reduce tau aggregation [56], and in a Drosophila model of Parkinson’s disease protected dopaminergic
neurons from -synuclein toxicity [57]. In this study, geldanamycin upregulated Hsp70 expression only in synuclein-expressing flies, suggesting selectivity for
‘stressed’ cells. Geldanamycin was also protective in a
mouse model of Parkinson’s disease in which dopaminergic
neurotoxicity induced by 1-methyl-4-pheny-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) was reduced by pretreatment with geldanamycin [58]. Likewise, geldanamycin and radicicol
treatment delayed disease progression in a mouse model of
Huntington’s disease [59].
The small molecule inhibitor of Hsp90, 17-AAG, also
induces expression of hsps and rescued eye degeneration and
lethality in a fly model of spinocerebellar ataxias [60]. Likewise, 17-AAG suppressed neurodegeneration in an HSF-1dependent manner in a Drosophila model of Huntington’s
disease [60] and in a mouse model of spino bulbar muscular
atrophy caused by expression of the androgen receptor
(mAR) with a polyQ-expansion [61].
Another role for Hsp90 in disease progression is associated with effects on the stability and function of Hsp90 client
proteins. For example, huntingtin has been shown to interact
with Hsp90 and consequently Hsp90 inhibitors induced
clearance of huntingtin aggregates through the ubiquitinproteasome system [62]. Similarly, Hsp90 interaction with
the leucine-rich repeat kinase 2 [63], PTEN-induced kinase 1
[64] and -synuclein [65] is affected by the Hsp90 inhibitors
PU-H71 [63] and geldanamycin [64] leading to client protein
degradation by the proteasome. Accordingly, in mice treated
with the brain barrier-permeable Hsp90 inhibitor PU-DZ8,
the levels of aggregated tau were reduced [66] and likewise
inhibition of Hsp90 activity led to a reduction in phosphorylated tau in a mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease [67]. This
effect appears to be due to the ability of Hsp90 inhibitors to
convert the Hsp90-cochaperone complex from protein folding to protein degradation. Another client of Hsp90 is hyperphosphorylated tau; consequently tau clearance by the proteasome through interaction with Hsp90, Hsp70 and Hsp40
involves recruitment of the ubiquitin ligase, CHIP.
Collectively, the Hsp90 inhibitors reveal potential opportunities for the treatment of proteinopathies. However, for
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long-term therapeutic use in neurodegenerative diseases,
some concerns of many Hsp90 inhibitors include cytotoxicity due to clearance of Hsp90 client proteins and activation
of the HSR, together with the low blood brain barrier permeability. A new class of Hsp90 inhibitors is represented by the
2-amino-7,8-dihydro-6H-pyrido[4,3-D]pyrimidin-5-one
compound NVP-HSP990 that binds at the Hsp90 N-terminal
domain, is orally available, brain penetrant, and was shown
to induce the HSR in the brain of Huntington’s disease
mouse models, reducing aggregation and improving survival
[68]. As a primary indication, NVP-HSP990 is currently in
phase 1 clinical trials for treatment of solid and hematological tumors [69].
Compounds that target the Hsp90 C-terminal ATPbinding site have also been developed using the core structure of the C-terminal domain inhibitor, novobiocin. The
novobiocin analogue A4 exhibits higher inhibitory potency
compared to the parent compound, and induces chaperone
expression and Hsp90 client protein degradation at nanomolar concentrations. A4 was also shown to confer neuroprotection against A-induced toxicity [70, 71]. Distinct to novobiocin and its analogues, compounds AEG3482 and ITZ-1
bind to Hsp90 and promote HSF-1 activation without causing degradation of Hsp90 client proteins [72, 73]. This effect
may account for the low toxicity displayed by these two
compounds. Whereas ITZ-1 was still found to bind to the Cterminal binding site of Hsp90, AEG3482 instead appeared
to bind to a portion of the Hsp90 peptide-binding domain
this way facilitating the dissociation of HSF-1 from Hsp90.
Although the range of biological functions described
above supports inhibitors of Hsp90 as a promising therapeutic approach, the likelihood that Hsp90 inhibitors can be used
for the chronic treatment of neurodegenerative diseases remains to be demonstrated. Due to the variety and essential
nature of Hsp90 client proteins, that include proteins involved in cell growth, proliferation, differentiation, and survival, inhibition of this molecular chaperone has complicating side-effects and cytotoxicity. For these reasons the current emphasis of Hsp90 therapeutics has concentrated on
acute treatment of cancer.
HSF1A. The benzyl pyrazole derivative HSF1A, a small
molecule activator of HSF-1, was identified in a yeast-based
high-throughput screen [74]. Induction of chaperones by
HSF1A was shown to reduce protein misfolding and aggregation-mediated toxicity in cellular and fly models of polyQrelated diseases, and to activate HSF-1 in Drosophila and
mammalian cells without inhibition of Hsp90 activity or
causing proteotoxicity. Rather, HSF1A was suggested to
interact with the cytosolic TCP-1 ring complex (TRiC). This
proposed mechanism of action is of interest as TRiC binds to
polyglutamine-expanded variants of huntingtin to inhibit
their aggregation [75, 76]. Whether HSF1A can also ameliorate cytotoxicity in other models of misfolding remains to be
demonstrated [77].
Small molecule proteostasis regulators that regulate
distinct stress pathways. A recent high-throughput screen of
~ 1 million small molecules for novel HSR activators identified nearly 300 compounds that induce expression of human
Hsp70 in a human cell-based assay [78]. These chemical hits
were classified into seven scaffold clusters, -aryl-,-
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unsaturated-carbonyls (cluster A), –nitrostyrenes (cluster
B), -Cl,-unsaturated-carbonyls (cluster C), nitrobenzofurazans (cluster D), nitrofuranylamides (cluster E), unsaturated
barbituric
acids
(cluster
F)
and
2cyanopentadienamide (cluster G), of which a representative
subset were characterized for induction of HSF-1 and HSF1-dependent expression of chaperones in human cell lines
and C. elegans. Of these, compounds A1, D1, and F1 suppressed aggregation and toxicity in cellular and animal models of polyQ-related diseases, whereas A3, C1, and F1 induced the HSR and the UPR and rescued misfolding and
promoted trafficking of the mutated CFTR protein
(F508CFTR) in a cellular model of cystic fibrosis. While
the molecular targets of these compounds and their mechanisms of action remains to be elucidated, these compounds
do not appear to activate the HSR by causing protein misfolding, inhibition of Hsp90, or proteasome activity. Of these
compounds, the barbiturate-analog F1 represents a new class
of small molecules that rescues the folding stability of proteins associated with both gain- and loss-of-function diseases, presumably through poly-pharmacological activation
of multiple cell stress responses to establish a cytoprotective
state against protein damage.
MODULATION OF THE UNFOLDED PROTEIN RESPONSE AND ER-ASSOCIATED DEGRADATION BY
PROTEOSTASIS REGULATORS
Protein folding in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is dependent upon lumen-localized chaperones for the function of
secreted proteins [79]. Consequently, perturbation in the ER
folding environment requires an adjustment in the folding
capacity that is mediated by the UPR comprised of three
intracellular signal transduction pathways (Fig. 3) [80].
These pathways are each identified by a different class of
stress-response transmembrane protein: the activating transcription factor 6 (ATF6), the protein kinase RNA (PKR)like ER kinase (PERK), and the inositol-requiring protein 1
(IRE1) (Fig. 3). These integral membrane proteins act as ER
stress transducers and respond to the accumulation of misfolded proteins in the ER lumen by leading to the activation
of transcription factors that regulate the expression of UPR
target genes (Fig. 3) [80].
The transcription factor ATF6 is expressed as an inactive
precursor bound to the ER membrane that is delivered upon
ER stress to the Golgi where it is cleaved by the proteases,
S1P and S2P. The released N-terminal cytosolic DNAbinding domain, ATF6(N), migrates to the nucleus to activate the transcription of genes involved in protein folding
(i.e. the molecular chaperones BiP and GRP94 that correspond to the ER Hsp70 and Hsp90 homologs, and protein
disulfide isomerases). The second branch of the UPR is mediated by PERK, a transmembrane protein kinase that undergoes oligomerization and autophosphorylation, and phosphorylates the translation initiation factor eIF2 upon ER
stress resulting in the inhibition of mRNA translation, thus
decreasing the load of damaged proteins in the ER. PERK
also contributes to the translational upregulation of the transcription factor ATF4, that induces the expression of the
target genes CHOP (transcription factor C/EBP homologous
protein) and PPPR15A/GADD34 (growth arrest and DNA
damage-inducible 34). CHOP, in turn, regulates the tran-
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scription of genes involved in apoptosis and upon persistent
activation can lead to cell death. Activation of PERK, at
modest levels of signaling, however is protective. ATF4 expression also upregulates ERAD retrograde clearance machinery to further relieve stress. Restoration of ER homeostasis involves the phosphatase PPPR15A/GADD34 that can
quickly dephosphorylate eIF2, thus providing a negative
feedback loop in the PERK signaling pathway. The third arm
of the UPR corresponds to IRE1; active IRE1 displays ribonuclease activity and cleaves the mRNA encoding an UPRspecific transcription factor, the X-box binding protein 1
(XBP1). XBP1 has a role in regulating lipid biosynthetic
enzymes and ER-associated degradation components
(ERAD) (Fig. 3).
It has become increasingly evident that UPR dysfunction
has an important role in human disease, in particular those
involving tissues with increased requirement for protein synthesis, such as cancer cells, that need extensive protein synthesis to sustain growth [79], and pancreatic -cells, that
express high levels of insulin [81]. Therefore targeting the
UPR with small molecule modulators could have beneficial
therapeutic implications. However, the presence of opposing
activities (cytoprotective and pro-apoptotic) resulting from
UPR activation suggests that success in modulation of the
UPR should focus on small molecules that are selective for
individual components of this stress response pathway [79].
Guanabenz. Guanabenz, an agonist of the 2-adrenergic
receptor used for treatment of high blood pressure, was recently shown to protect the cell from the toxicity associated
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with the expression of misfolding-prone insulin in the ER of
pancreatic -cells [82] by selectively inhibiting the phosphatase activity of the stress-inducible PPPR15A/GADD34 protein (Fig. 3). Guanabenz was shown to prolong eIF2a phoshporylation in stressed cells and translation attenuation, thus
increasing the balance of chaperones to damaged substrates.
Guanabenz was not cytotoxic to unstressed cells since they
do not express PPPR15A/GADD34 and therefore are not
subjected to inhibition of protein synthesis. The guanabenz
effect is reminiscent of salubrinal, a small molecule inhibitor
of eIF2a dephoshporylation with cytoprotective properties
against ER-stress inducers and viral assault by herpes simplex virus [83]. It would be of interest to determine whether
the effect of guanabenz is selective for mutant insulin or
could be applied to other diseases associated with ER protein
misfolding.
Small molecule inhibitors of IRE1. 4-methyl umbelliferone 8-carbaldehyde (48C) [84] and other aldehydes, including MK0186893 [85] and STF-083010 [86], have been
identified as inhibitors of the RNase activity of IRE1 (Fig.
3). Inhibition of IRE1 affects the integrity of secretory tissues [87-91], therefore IRE1 inhibitors have been proposed
for pathologies associated with elevated ER secretory load,
such as solid tumors and hematologic malignancies that possess a robust secretory apparatus. In support of this, 48C
and STF-083010 have antimyeloma activity in both in vitro
and in vivo models of multiple myeloma [86]. Modulation of
protein synthesis by small molecules inhibitors of IRE1 endonuclease activity could therefore be used for conditions
such as type-2 diabetes and viral infection.

Fig. (3). The unfolded protein response (UPR) pathway and its chemical modulators. Accumulation of misfolded proteins in the ER lumen
activate the three UPR signal transducers ATF6, PERK and IRE1. This results in the production of transcription factors that migrate into the
nucleus and activate UPR target genes that cause attenuation of protein synthesis and increase both the ER folding-capacity and ERassociated degradation.
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Small molecule inhibitors of ER-associated degradation
(ERAD). The folding and activity of destabilized lysosomal
enzymes prone to degradation can be restored by inhibition
of ERAD using kifunensine (Kif) and eeyarestatin I (EerI),
that interfere respectively with the recognition and retrotraslocation of misfolded proteins in the ER (Fig. 4) [92].
The rescue of activity by Eerl was suggested to be promoted
by upregulation of BiP expression, whereas Kif treatment did
not induce the UPR or result in CHOP activation and apoptosis. Although Kif is apotent inhibitor of the
ERmannosidase I enzyme and therefore could cause major
defects in many cellular essential glycoproteins, associated
cytotoxicity was not observed. Thus, the identification of the
steps in the ERAD pathway that can be modulated by small
molecules without disruption of the ER quality-control system offers potential targets for the therapeutic rescue of misfolded proteins targeted for degradation [92].
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MODULATION OF AUTOPHAGY AND UBIQUITIN
PROTEASOME SYSTEM BY PROTEOSTASIS
REGULATORS
Autophagy [93] and the ubiquitin proteasome system
(UPS) [94-96] are important components of the PN that
regulate protein degradation in the eukaryotic cell. These
pathways are essential for normal physiology and development, and are also involved in numerous diseases including
cancer and neurodegeneration (Fig. 5). The UPS and autophagy are proposed to have a key role in proteostasis by
clearance of proteins that control the cell cycle, signaling
events, transcription and translation, and removal of damaged and dysfunctional cellular components. Therefore, it is
not unexpected that the activities of these two proteostatic
machines are tightly regulated.
Autophagy substrates include long-lived cytosolic proteins, protein complexes and organelles that are sequestered

Fig. (4). ER-associated degradation (ERAD) and its chemical modulators. Proteins entering the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) are immediately
recognized by BiP and often modified by the addition of a GlcNAc2-Man9-Glc3 glycan. Glucosidases I and II sequentially remove two terminal glucoses (G) from the glycan and generate monoglucosylated substrates that are recognized by calnexin and calreticulin (calreticulin is a
soluble protein and is not shown), which facilitate substrate folding. Once the substrate is released from the calnexin–calreticulin cycle, glucosidase II trims the last glucose. Proteins that have adopted their native conformation are demannosylated by mannosidases I and II and exit
the ER. If proteins have not been folded properly, they re-enter the calnexin–calreticulin cycle. Such proteins are reglucosylated by UDPglucose:glycoprotein glucosyltransferase (UGGT), which promotes re-entry into the folding cycle. Terminally misfolded proteins are processed by mannosidase I and then targeted for ERAD with the participation, through an undetermined mechanism, of the ER degradationenhancing -mannosidase-like lectins (EDEM). Retrotranslocation of the misfolding-prone substrate to the cytoplasm is mediated by p97
complex. The small molecule ERAD inhibitors kifunesine and Eeyarestatin I block different steps of the ERAD pathways.
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into double-membrane cytosolic vescicles, the autophagosomes (Fig. 5). Fusion of autophagosomes with
lysosomes results in degradation of the vescicular contents.
Basal levels of autophagy are important for proteostasis and
confer cytoprotection, whereas an imbalance in degradation
can lead to cell death. Autophagy is regulated by mammalian
target of rapamycin(mTOR)-dependent and–independent
pathways (Fig. 5) [97] and is affected by growth factor and
nutrient signals. Rapamycin is an inhibitor of mTOR and
induces autophagy [97], whereas other small molecules that
activate autophagy in an mTOR-independent pathway decrease the levels of inositol or inositol-triphosphate (IP3)
[97].
The proteasome is the proteolytic arm of the UPS (Fig. 5)
and is comprised of a regulatory and a core particle into
which substrates are translocated and degraded [98]. Most
often, substrates are targeted to the proteasome through
polyubiquitination (Fig. 5). Protein complexes and aggregates are poor proteasome substrates due to the size of the
proteasomal catalytic pore, and require partial unfolding and
interactions with ubiquitin ligases and deubiquitinating enzymes (DUBs). These concerted events alter the ubiquitin
chain length on misfolded substrates and enhance substrate
affinity, and rate of degradation by the proteasome (Fig. 5)
[99].
Small Molecule Enhancers of Autophagy
Rapamycin. Rapamycin is a lipophilic macrolide antibiotic that inhibits the kinase activity of mTOR (Fig. 5) [100]
and can upregulate autophagy in mammalian brains. Rapamycin-induced autophagy enhances the degradation of
several misfolded proteins, including mutant huntingtin, synuclein, ataxin 3 and tau [97] and is protective in fly and
mouse models of Huntington’s disease and tauopathy. However, because TOR proteins are involved in other processes,
including ribosome biogenesis and protein translation, longterm use of rapamycin has toxic side effects, such as immunosuppression, that may limit use for chronic diseases.
Therefore the search for compounds that either work through
mTOR-independent pathways or that increase the activity of
rapamycin has been pursued.
Inositol-lowering compounds. Lithium, carbamazepine
and valproic acid are used as mood-stabilizers drugs with
effects on autophagy by reducing the levels of inositol and
IP3 (Fig. 5) [97]. Lithium, a drug widely used in the treatment of bipolar disorders [101], inhibits the inositol monophosphatase (IMPase) enzyme that catalyzes the hydrolysis
of inositol monophosphate into free inositol. These compounds have been shown to accelerate the clearance of mutant huntingtin and -synuclein and have synergistic effects
with rapamycin in clearance of toxic protein species [97].
Small molecule enhancers of rapamycin (SMERs). A
yeast-based high-throughput screen for small molecule enhancers of rapamycin (SMERs) identified SMER10, 18 and
28 that induced mTOR-independent autophagy and enhanced
clearance of -synuclein and mutant huntingtin in mammalian cells and reduced polyglutamine toxicity in a Drosophila
model of Huntington’s disease [102]. In addition, these compounds enhanced the clearance of mycobacteria in primary
human macrophages [103]. SMER10 is an aminopyrimi-
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done, SMER18 a vinylogous amide and SMER28 a bromosubstitued quinazoline, and limited SAR analysis has indicated that the pyrimidone functionality of SMER10 is critical
for activity, and the hydroxyl group at the meta position of
SMER18 is important for the autophagy-inducing effect.
SMER28 also enhances degradation of A peptide and amyloid precursor protein-derived fragment in cell lines and primary neuronal cultures. These effects were proposed to be
mediated by the autophagy-related protein Atg5 and the
autophagy pathway [104].
Bioactive compounds. Autophagy-inducing compounds
were identified in a high-throughput screen using human
glioblastoma cells expressing the autophagy marker LC3GFP [105]. Eight compounds (fluspirilene, trifluoperazine,
pimozide, niguldipine, nicardipine, amiodarone, loperamide
and penitrem A) were shown to induce mTOR-independent
autophagic degradation of long-lived proteins without apparent toxicity. With the exception of nicardipine, these compounds also reduced the accumulation of polyQ in a dosedependent manner. Nearly all of these compounds are FDAapproved drugs for different indications, and of these, verapamil, had been identified in a screen for drugs that induced
autophagy [106] with beneficial effects in cell, fly and zebrafish models of Huntington’s disease. Verapamil is a Ca2+channel blocker drug commonly used to treat hypertension
and other cardiac conditions, such as angina and cardiac arrythmia [101]. Verapamil is also an inhibitor of the multidrug resistance transporter 1 (MDR1), an efflux pump that
serves to limit the absorption of xenobiotics and also mediates their elimination.
Trehalose. The disaccaride trehalose has properties as a
chemical chaperone that can reduce aggregation of misfolding-prone proteins, including expanded polyQ, -synuclein,
and -amyloid [97]. Trehalose was also shown to induce
mTOR-independent autophagy and consequently to reduce
mutant huntingtin and -synuclein aggregation and toxicity
[97]. In cells, the trehalose concentration required to reduce
mutant huntingtin and -synuclein aggregates was 100 mM
[107]. These properties, together with the lack of toxicity,
makes trehalose and other compounds with similar properties
an intriguing general class of proteostasis regulators.
N10-Substituted Phenoxazine. Neuronal cells have been
suggested to be less responsive to autophagy regulation as
compared to other cell types. A reduced capacity of autophagy in the central nervous system has been linked to neurodegeneration [108, 109], therefore justifying a search for
compounds that enhance neuronal autophagy. The Akt inhibitor 10-[4-(N-diethylamino)butyl]-2-chlorophenoxazine
(10-NCP) was shown to induce autophagy in primary neurons in an Akt- and mTOR-independent way [110]. Although
10-NCP was protective in a neuronal model of Huntington’s
disease without causing cell toxicity, the long-term inhibition
of Akt could compromise neuronal survival.
Carbamazepine. The accumulation of aggregated Zvariant (Glu342Lys) 1-antitrypsin, a hepatic secretory glycoprotein, in the ER leads to liver degeneration [111]. Carbamazepine, an autophagy-enhancing drug, has been shown
to decrease the hepatic load of the mutated 1-antitrypsin
with beneficial effects on hepatic fibrosis in a mouse model
[112]. Carbamazepine likely functions through a mTORindependent pathway, since rapamycin was not able to in-
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Fig. (5). Autophagy, the ubiquitin proteasome system (UPS) and their chemical modulators. Both mTOR-dependent and -independent pathways induce autophagy, the main degradation pathway for aggregate-prone proteins. One of the major pathways that regulate mTOR in
mammalian cells is the PI3K–Akt pathway, which is triggered by the binding of insulin growth factors to its receptor (IR). An mTORindependent mechanism instead involves G protein-coupled receptors, which regulate intracellular inositol and inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate
(IP3) levels. Inositol and IP3 are negative regulators of autophagy. Induction of autophagy involves the formation of a phagophore, a doublemembrane structure that sequesters aggregated proteins, thus creating an autophagosome. Autophagosomes fuse with lysosome to form
autolysosomes in which lysosomal hydrolases degrade their content. Chaperone-mediated autophagy (CMA) instead targets cytosolic proteins
to the lysosome surface where they bind to the transmembrane protein lysosome-associated membrane protein type 2A (LAMP-2A). LAMP2A mediates the protein translocation across the lysosomal membrane for degradation. Unfolded and misfolded proteins that cannot be refolded correctly by molecular chaperones are polyubiquitinated and then targeted for degradation by the proteasome. SV, sodium valproate;
CA, carbamazepine.

crease the degradation of the mutated protein, and is currently in clinical trials for severe liver disease (ClinicalTrials.gov)
Small Molecule Enhancers of Proteasomal Activity
Small molecule inhibitor of USP14. A highly promising
approach to restore proteostatic imblance is based on USP14,
a DUBs that inhibits proteasome-mediated degradation by
trimming the polyubiquitin chain on the client proteins (Fig.
5) [113]. IU1 (1-[1-(4-fluorophenyl)-2,5-dimethylpyrrol-3yl]-2-pyrrolidin-1-ylethanone), an active-site-directed thiol
protease inhibitor of USP14, was identified by a highthroughput screen and was shown to enhance degradation of
tau, ataxin 3, and glial fibrillary acidic protein, independent
of autophagy. In addition, IU1 reduced the accumulation of

oxidized proteins, suggesting that IU1 can enhance cell survival during proteotoxic stress. As a therapeutic strategy, the
induction of proteasome activity could be beneficial in diseases of protein aggregation, during aging when the proteasome function is impaired, and also in diseases resulting
from loss-of-function mutations in the components of the
ubiquitin pathway. Among the critical questions for the further development of this class of small molecules will be
client selectivity to ensure that activation of the proteasome
does not have deleterious consequences on normal cell function.
MODULATION OF CALCIUM SIGNALING BY PROTEOSTASIS REGULATORS
Ca2+ ions function as second messengers, and therefore
have a fundamental roles in cell signaling through a range of
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cellular processes from gene expression to hormone secretion and ER function [114]. ER Ca2+ homeostasis is fundamental in the biogenesis of secretory proteins and regulates
the activities of ER-resident Ca2+-dependent chaperones,
such as the glucose-regulated protein GRP78/BiP, GRP94,
calnexin and calreticulin, that stabilize folding intermediates
[115]. Alteration of Ca2+ homeostasis by small molecules
therefore has substantial appeal as an approach to enhance
the proteostasis network capacity and restore the folding,
trafficking and activity of several misfolded-prone proteins
in the cell (Fig. 6).
Thapsigargin. Among the first indications that modulation of Ca2+ signaling could have benefical effects on protein
homeostasis and disease was the demonstration that thapsigargin, an inhibitor of the ER Ca2+-ATPase (SERCA), enhanced channel activity and the trafficking of F508 CFTR
from the ER to the apical membrane in cystic fibrosis cell
lines (Fig. 6) [116]. Similar effects were also observed in a
mouse model of cystic fibrosis. Thapsigargin reduced intraluminal levels of Ca2+ in the ER without upregulating the
expression of stress-related ER chaperones or causing an
alteration of the ER ultrastructure. Rather, thapsigargin
treatment appears to alter the association among ER chaperones and the newly synthesized F508 CFTR, therefore re-
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ducing F508 CFTR ER retention and degradation. Although this study suggests that thpsigargin and possibly
other Ca2+ pump inhibitors could have a potential therapeutic
effect in cystic fribrosis-affected patients, several other investigators were not able to reproduce these original findings
[117, 118]
Curcumin. Curcumin has effects as a low-affinity inhibitor of the SERCA pump and has been shown to correct
F508 CFTR defects in cell lines and a mouse model of cystic fibrosis (Fig. 6) [119]. By reducing ER Ca2+ levels, curcumin interfered with calnexin function and therefore reduced calnexin-F508 CFTR interaction, thus allowing
F508 CFTR to escape proteasomal degradation. Similar to
the previous study on thapsigargin, the results on curcumin
have also been inconsistent [117, 118, 120-122].
Dltiazem, verapamil, ryanodine, dantrolene and lacidipine. Manipulation of Ca2+ homeostasis has been shown to
improve the folding, trafficking and activity of mutant enzymes responsible for multiple lysosomal storage diseases
(LSDs) (Fig. 6) [123-125]. Diltiazem and verapamil are FDA
approved hypertension drugs that inhibit the L-type voltagegated Ca2+ channels and lead to an increase in ER Ca2+ levels. These compounds enhance the folding and activity of a

Fig. (6). Modulation of ER calcium levels by small molecules alters mutant protein-chaperone interaction and restores proteostasis. The activity of ER-resident chaperones are regulated by calcium. Increased ER calcium concentration is beneficial for those misfolded-prone proteins (such as those involved in different lysosomal storage diseases), which require chaperone-assisted folding (left panel). On the contrary,
a reduction in ER calcium levels allows F508CFTR to escape from chaperone-mediated proteasomal degradation (right panel). The question mark indicates that the original findings on thapsigargin and curcumin were not reproducible.
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number of lysosomal mutant enzymes including L444P glucocerebrosidase (GC), P356R -mannosidase, and S66W
sulfamidase. Diltiazem and verapamil have been suggested
to upregulate a subset of cytosolic (Hsp40 and Hsp90) and
ER chaperones (BiP). Likewise, by increasing the ER Ca2+
store by either blocking the ryanodine receptors (RyRs) or by
overexpressing ER Ca2+ influx ATPase pumps, mutant GC
proteostasis was enhanced [123, 126]. Consistent with these
observations, the siRNA knockdown of RyRs or treatment of
L444P GC fibroblasts with small molecule inhibitors of RyR
activity (diltiazem, verapamil, dantrolene and ryanodine)
modestly restored L444P GC folding, trafficking and function. In contrast with inhibitors of plasma membrane L-type
Ca2+ channels, antagonism at the RyRs did not induce a
stress response [125], but rather resulted in the elevated expression of the Ca2+-regulated chaperone calnexin, which in
turn enhanced folding of mutant GC. Treatment of L444P
GC fibroblasts with ryanodine reduced MG-132-induced
cytotoxicity and apoptosis, suggesting that ryanodine can rerestore the ER folding environment.
Lacidipine, a more selective inhibitor of the L-type Ca2+
channel and RyRs, was shown to rescue L444P GC folding
with a greater efficiency than other Ca2+ channel blockers
previously reported (Fig. 6) [124]. The marked increase in
mutated GC activity was attributed to the more hydrophobic
nature of lacidipine, which allows the compound to easily
diffuse into the cell compared to the charged diltiazem and
verapamil. Lacidipine enhances the expression of BiP and
protects against apoptosis associated with sustained activation of the UPR.
INHIBITION OF HISTONE DEACETYLASES BY
PROTEOSTASIS REGULATORS
Histone deacetylases (HDACs) and histone acetylases
(HATs) have wide-ranging effects on gene expression by
affecting the acetylation of histones and other regulatory
proteins including transcription factors (i.e. HSF-1) [127],
nuclear hormone receptors and signal-transduction proteins
[128]. HDACs have been recognized as potential targets for
the treatment of numerous disorders, including cancer [129]
and neurodegenerative diseases [128, 130].
HDAC Inhibitors. HDAC inhibition by small molecules
is neuroprotective in various models of neurodegenerative
disease associated with protein misfolding [131]. Administration of the short fatty acid 4-phenylbutyrate (4-PBA) to a
mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease restored learning behavior [132] that was dependent upon elevated levels of H4
acetylation and increased synthesis of proteins involved in
synaptic function. Similar beneficial effects also associated
with elevated acetylation of histones [133] were obtained in
mouse models of Alzheimer’s disease treated with the panHDAC inhibitor suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA)
[134]. The neuroprotective effects of HDAC inhibitors extend to invertebrate and mouse models of several polyQrelated diseases. Treatment of a mouse model of spinal bulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA) with the HDAC inhibitor sodium butyrate increased histone acetylation and partially
ameliorated pathological phenotypes, and likewise treatment
of mouse models of ALS by phenylbutyrate and sodium valproate promoted motor-neuron survival [130].
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The beneficial effects of HDAC inhibition on proteostasis has implications for other protein conformational diseases, including lysosomal storage disorders [135], cystic
fibrosis [136], and type 2 diabetes [137]. For cystic fibrosis,
inhibition of HDAC7 by SAHA restores folding of mutant
CFTR, trafficking, and chloride channel activity in patientderived bronchial epithelial cells [136]. These beneficial
effects are not mediated by the HSR or UPR, but rather due
to inhibition of Hsp90 activity by acetylation [138], resulting
in altered expression of CFTR proteostasis network genes
[136]. These studies show that chronic low-dose treatment
with SAHA maintained channel activity even after the compound had been removed from the culture medium. SAHA
has been approved by the FDA for cancer treatment [139],
suggesting that chronic treatment with low-doses of SAHA
could also be benefical for cystic fibrosis [140]. However,
concerns with the pleiotropic effects of pharmacological
modulation of HDACs and HATs on acetylation homeostasis
and activation of inflammation and suppression of immune
system function, could result in severe side effects. Therefore the identification of compounds that target specific
HDACs and HATs and also specific cell types could lead to
the desired therapeutic outcome.
SMALL MOLECULE REGULATORS OF Hsp70
Hsp70 is a highly conserved ubiquitous molecular chaperone that is essential for protein synthesis, folding, assembly of macromolecular complexes, trafficking to subcellular
compartments, and clearance [141]. Hsp70 also prevents
protein misfolding and aggregation, thus shifting the equilibrium to the folded state [142]. Consequently, Hsp70 has diverse functions in multiple steps of protein biogenesis affecting, for example, DNA replication, transcription, cell division and apoptosis [18].
Hsp70 regulates the protein folding cycle through rounds
of ATP-dependent binding of non-native substrates and release of folded proteins (Fig. 7) [141]. This requires the coordinated activities of three structural domains: an Nterminal ATPase domain, a hydrophobic peptide binding
domain, and the C-terminal helical lid domain. Binding of
the non-native substrate favors ATP hydrolysis, and induces
a conformational change in the chaperone that leads to the
lid closure and trapping of the substrate. The rate of the
Hsp70 cycle is limited by the low ability of Hsp70 to hydrolyze ATP and release ADP. The J-domain co-chaperone
Hsp40 stimulates the Hsp70 ATPase, and the co-chaperone
BAG-1 functions as the nucleotide exchange factor to regulate the nucleotide state, and the substrate binding and release cycle of Hsp70 [143-149]. Due to the central role of
Hsp70 and its co-chaperones in regulation of diverse cellular
processes, modulation of chaperone activity by small molecules could be highly beneficial for the treatment of multiple
human diseases including cancer, metabolic diseases, and
degenerative diseases.
Small molecule regulators of Hsp70 folding and
ATPase activity. The potent immunosuppressant and cytostatic agent, 15-deoxyspergualin (DSG), interacts with
micromolar affinity to Hsp70 to slightly enhance the steadystate ATPase activity, and compete for binding of substrates
(Fig. 7) [150, 151]. DSG was shown to have effects on chlo-
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ride conductance of F508 CFTR expressed in epithelial
cells, similar to sodium butyrate or low temperature incubation [152]. However, whether this effect is due to DSG interaction with Hsp70 remains to be determined as other higher
affinity targets of DSG have also been implicated in F508
CFTR rescue.
Efforts to identify other compounds structurally related to
DSG using in silico methods have led to the dihydropyrimidine NSC-630668-R/1 (R/1), reported to inhibit the
Hsp70 ATPase activity (Fig. 7). R/1 affects the activity of
both the cytosolic and the ER Hsp70 chaperones [153] by
mimicking a peptide substrate and therefore competing with
the Hsp70 client protein for binding to the substrate-binding
pocket.
Another Hsp70 interacting small molecule, 3-sulfogalactolipid (SGL), was shown to bind the N-terminal ATPase domain of Hsp70 [154] and inhibit the Hsp40-mediated
stimulation of the Hsp70 ATPase cycle (Fig. 7) [155]. In
another study, examining a series of DSG and R/1 analogs,
two compounds, MAL3-39 and MAL3-101, were identified
that inhibit the Hsp40-dependent simulation of the Hsp70
ATPase cycle (Fig. 7) [153] with inhibitory effects on protein post-translational translocation. Finally, a HTS performed on a library of 204 dihydropyrimidines identified 7
compounds that inhibit the ATPase activity of Hsp70 [156].
Although the binding site for these inhibitors has not been
established, they appear to act at a site distinct from the substrate-binding pocket of Hsp70. Due to the central role of
Hsp70 in proteostasis, small molecules that target the activity
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of this chaperone have value as research tools and, potentially, as therapeutic leads [156].
A recent HTS of 2,800 bioactive compounds for modulators of Hsp70 activity identified five active compounds belonging to three chemical scaffolds [156, 157]. The benzothiazine methylene blue (MB), the demethylated analog
azure C (AC), and the flavonol myricetin (MY) decreased
the ATPase activity of Hsp70 by >80%, whereas dihydropyrimidine compounds (115-7c and SW02) increased Hsp70
activity by 45% (Fig. 7). The potential disease relevance of
these compounds was demonstrated by western blot analysis
of HeLa cells overexpressing tau showing that MB and AC
caused a significant reduction of both total tau and phosphorylated tau levels, whereas treatment with 115-7c or
SW02 led to accumulation of these tau species. These inhibitors do not affect the levels of other aggregation-prone proteins, -synuclein and TAR-DNA binding protein (TARDBP
or TDP-43), suggesting a level of selectivity. These studies
indicate that MB and AC stimulate the clearance of both
normal and abnormal tau from mice brain tissue and suggest
their potential for treatment of Alzheimer’s disease and other
tauopathies. In support of this, MB has reached phase III of
clinical trials for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease [158].
In addition to neurodegeneration, these inhibitors can also be
used for cancer therapy, as inhibition of Hsp70 ATPase activity by MB, MY and AC reduces Akt levels. Further reduction in Akt levels can be obtained by combining Hsp70 overexpression with its inhibition, taking advantage of cancer
cells reliance on high levels of chaperones and Akt for sur-

Fig. (7). The Hsp70 chaperone cycle and chemical modulators of its activity. (1) Binding of ATP to the nucleotide binding domain (NBD) of
Hsp70 causes the lid to be in an open state, which has a weak affinity for peptide substrates. When a peptide binds to the Hsp70 substrate
binding domain (SBD) (2), ATP is hydrolyzed and this event leads to a conformational change that causes the lid closure (3) and increases
the affinity of Hsp70 for the substrate. J-domain containing co-chaperones, such as Hsp40, increase the ATPase activity of Hsp70. Replacement of ADP with ATP is required for the release of the folded substrate (4). Small molecules alter Hsp70 functional activity by interfering
with different regions of the chaperone. DSG, 15-deoxyspergualin; SGL, 3’-sulfogalactolipid; MB, methylene blue; MY, myricetin.
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vival. Structure/function studies on MY indicate binding to
Hsp70 between the IB and IIB subdomains, thus allosterically blocking the binding of Hsp40 [159].
Despite being ineffective in reducing tau levels [157],
compound 115-7c (Fig. 7), a small molecule inducer of
Hsp70 ATPase activity that stimulates refolding of denatured
luciferase, enhanced the growth of a ydj1 mutant yeast that
is normally severely compromised when exposed to elevated
temperatures. This suggests that 115-7c functions as a
chemical co-chaperone, at least at the high doses employed
in this study [160]. In addition, treatment of yeast cells expressing either Q72 or Q103 with 115-7c resulted in the formation of smaller puncta. Since 115-7c failed to induce a
HSR or a UPR, these results suggest that this compound
could modulate polyQ aggregation by affecting the Hsp70
ATPase activity [160]. The binding site of 115-7c resides in
the IIA subdomain of Hsp70 required for binding to the Jdomains of Hsp40 [160]. Binding of 115-7c to Hsp70 was
more favorable in the presence of Hsp40, indicating an increased affinity to the Hsp70-Hsp40 complex. Consequently,
addition of a bulkier substituent (a dichlorobenzyl moiety
was substituted by a diphenyl group) resulted in compound
116-9e [156], that suppressed J-domain-induced stimulation
of the Hsp70 ATPase activity and inhibited Hsp70-mediated
chaperone activity. As a result, compound 116-9c was unable to alter polyQ aggregation in cells, suggesting that the
ATPase stimulatory activity is required for the suppression
of aggregation [160]. The development of these novel classes
of chemical probes that disrupt Hsp70 function offers an
important complement to dissect proteostasis and alter the
properties of specific chaperone client proteins.
OUTLOOK
Novel potential therapeutic strategies that target specific
biological pathways of the PN now emerge as promising
avenues for the treatment of diverse diseases of protein conformation [4, 16]. These strategies are based on the concept
that modulation of the PN is more likely to ameliorate diseases of proteostasis deficiency compared to the more standard single-target approach due to the properties of the PN to
achieve and maintain balance in the folding, activity, and
clearance of specific protein substrates affected in disease.
Regulation of the PN also offers the advantage that a single
PR can restore proteostasis in multiple diseases of protein
conformations in which the compromised proteins utilize the
same PN components. Several small molecule PRs that
modulate the PN pathways have been developed and have
shown efficacy in a variety of cellular and animal models of
conformational disorders. However despite their beneficial
effects, several factors need to be considered before these
small molecules are optimized for their clinical efficacy.
First, for conformational diseases involving the central
nervous system, the small molecule PRs will need to permeate the blood brain barrier. Second, owing to the dichotomy
in outcomes of activation of PN pathways such as the HSR
and the UPR, a fine-tuning of these pathways by the small
molecule PRs should be achieved for the chronic low-level
activation of these stress responses to achieve correction of
proteostatic deficiencies. In addition, the high degree of integration of the PN makes manipulation of the PN pathways
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by PRs a challenging task for which toxic-side effects will
need to be addressed. Accordingly, the risk of tilting the proteostasis balance in favor of re-establishing a better environment for a misfolded-prone protein could also compromise the stability of other proteins with potential deleterious
consequences. In this regard, pharmacological chaperones
and kinetic stabilizers, small molecules that bind selectively
to the native state of mutant proteins and stabilize their folding, could also be effective in combination for the treatment
of conformational diseases such as lysosomal storage diseases [16]. Indeed, the active-site-directed pharmacological
chaperone migalastat hydrochloride (1-deoxygalactonojirimycin, Amigal®) and the kinetic stabilizer tafamidis have
reached phase III clinical trials for the treatment of Fabry
disease (www.clinicaltrials.gov) and transthyretin amyloidosis [161], respectively. Migalastat hydrochloride is a potent
competitive inhibitor of the enzyme -D-galactosidase, but
at subinhibitory concentrations it is thought to act as a pharmacological chaperone [9, 162]. Analogously, the pharmacological chaperone miglustat (N-butyl-deoxynojirimycin),
an inhibitor of the enzyme glucosylceramide synthase, is
used to treat adults with type 1 Gaucher disease and it is the
first treatment to be approved for patients with NiemannPick type C disease. Third, at least for the HSR, development
of small molecules that activate this cytoprotective response
by direct activation of the transcription factor HSF-1 could
result in a new class of compounds with a reduced toxicity
and an improved therapeutic window. In addition, although
activation of the HSR has not been associated to cancer promotion, the observation that HSF-1 can maintain cancer proliferation and survival in oncogenic cells by engaging a transcriptional program in malignant cells that is distinct from
the HSR [163, 164] suggests that small molecule that induce
high level activation of this transcription factor could tilt the
balance towards the cancer phenotype. Finally, a comprehensive understanding of the cell- and tissue-specific composition of the PN in aging and diseases will be necessary so that
small molecule PRs enhance and restore the cellular and
organismal phenotype.
In conclusion we propose that the regulation of the PN by
small molecule PRs offers a promising new avenue for the
small molecule treatment of many human diseases associated
with altered protein conformation.
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